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Abstract

This paper describes a reservation protocol to provide real-time services to mobile users in an
Integrated Services Packet Network. Mobility of hosts has significant impact on the quality of
service provided to a real-time application. The currently proposed network system architecture
and mechanisms to provide real-time services to fixed hosts are inadequate to accommodate the
mobile hosts which can frequently change their point of attachments to the fixed network. Mobile
hosts may experience wide variations of quality of service due to mobility. To obtain mobility
independent service guarantees, a mobile host needs to make advance resource reservations at
multiple locations it may possibly visit during the lifetime of the connection. The currently
proposed reservation protocol in the Internet, RSVP, is not adequate to make such reservations
for mobile hosts. In this paper, we describe a new reservation protocol, MRSVP, for supporting
Integrated Services in a network with mobile hosts.

KEYWORDS : Integrated Services, Internet Protocols, Mobility, Multimedia,
Reservation Protocol, Quality of Service

1 Introduction

Recent progress in computing technology and wireless digital communication has initiated intensive
research on providing seamless connectivity at network and transport layers[27, 4, 3, 20]. Also, there
have been several proposals for supporting real-time applications in an Integrated Services Packet
Network (ISPN). Typical applications that require real-time services include audio library, image
browsing, video conferencing and video-on-demand. Clark et. al.[10] have described an architecture
for an ISPN that supports real-time traffic. An important component of this architecture is the
reservation protocol used to reserves resources at the routers along the data flow path. Zhang et.
al.[37] have described a protocol, RSVP, that sets up resource reservation for real-time traffic in
the Internet.

As portable computers become more powerful and the accessibility of a fixed network from a
mobile host becomes easier, the number of mobile users will grow and additionally the mobile users
will demand the same real-time services available to fixed hosts. Applications such as Internet
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Cellular Phone [2], access to real-time data through the Web (e.g., call center application), require
that the network offer quality of service to moving users. Mobility of hosts has a significant impact
on the QoS parameters of a real-time application. The existing system architecture for real-time
services in a network with fixed hosts is not adequate for supporting mobile hosts and a new system
architecture is required to handle the effects of mobility.

In this paper we describe a resource reservation protocol, MRSVP, for a network with mobile
hosts. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the effects of mobility on the real-
time and multimedia applications. In Section 3 we discuss the related works that have addressed
the problem. In Section 4, we give an overview of RSVP. Section 5 describes the reservation model
for a mobile environment. In Section 6, we discuss why RSVP cannot support the reservation
model described in Section 5. Section 7 contains an overview of MRSVP. In Section 8 we describe a
protocol to discover proxy agents which help to set up advance reservations for a mobile host. We
describe two different designs of MRSVP in Sections 9 and 10. We discuss the protocol overhead
and scalability issues of MRSVP in Section 11. We conclude in Section 12 mentioning future work.

2 Effects of mobility

The main QoS parameters for real-time services are packet delay, packet loss rate, delay jitter and
throughput. To provide real-time services, a network is designed to provide sufficient guarantees
on these QoS parameters. Mobility of a host has a significant impact on these QoS parameters.
When a mobile host moves from one location to another with an active flow, the data flow path
changes. As a result the packet delay may change due to changes in the path length and different
congestion levels at the routers along the new path. If the new location into which the mobile host
moves, is overcrowded, the available bandwidth in the new location may not be sufficient to provide
the throughput it was receiving at the previous location. In addition, the mobile user may suffer
temporary disruption of service during handoff while the connection is teared down along the old
path and it is established along the new path.

Therefore, the mobile users may have to adapt to these changes as they move with their flows
active. In some extreme cases, some connections to the mobile users may have to be dropped if the
minimum QoS requirements of all users cannot be satisfied[25, 21]. To obtain a quality of service
which is not affected by mobility, it is necessary to make resource reservation from many locations
where the mobile host may visit. In this paper we propose a reservation protocol, MRSVP, for
making such advance reservations for a mobile host.

3 Related Work

Recently there has been some work addressing the problem of providing QoS to mobile hosts.
Acampora and Naghshineh[1] have presented an architecture for a high-speed mobile ATM network
using a new concept known as the virtual connection tree. Singh[29] has introduced two new QoS
parameters, loss profile and probability of seamless communication, arising due to the mobility of
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the mobile host. They have described a network architecture and a suite of transport level services
to satisfy these QoS parameters. Lee[21] has presented an “adaptive reserved service” framework
for use in integrated services networks to support mobile connections carrying multimedia traffic.
Levine et. al.[22] have proposed resource allocation and admission control schemes based on a new
concept, called Shadow Cluster, to improve the QoS of mobile calls by reducing the number of
dropped calls in an wireless-ATM network. However, in the solutions presented in these works a
mobile host may suffer significant degradation in QoS due to mobility. Talukdar et. al.[31, 30] have
described an architecture for supporting both mobility independent and dependent services in the
same network. In this architecture, the concept of active and passive reservations has been used to
obtain high utilization and mobility independent service guarantees in the network: a reservation
for a flow on a link is called active, if data packets of that flow are traveling over the link to
a receiver; a reservation is called passive, if resources are reserved for the flow on the link, but
actual data packets of the flow are not being transmitted over the link. The resources of passive
reservations can be used by some flows requiring weaker service guarantees.

All of these above proposals for providing real-time services to mobile users are based on advance
reservations of resources for a mobile host in locations to which it may possibly visit while the
connection is open. Some of the above proposals make aggregate reservations of resources in a
cell for non-local mobile hosts based on various estimation, while some schemes proposes advance
reservation in a cell on a per host basis. This problem of advance resource reservation has been
studied by several researchers in the context of a fixed network. Ferrari et al. [17] have described
a distributed scheme for advance reservations of real-time connections. In this scheme, reservation
requests are classified into two types: immediate and advance. Immediate reservations are activated
at the time the request is made and usually the expected duration of the reservation is not specified.
Advance reservations have two associated parameters: starting time, the time when the reservation
is activated, and duration, the period of reservation. In certain situations, it may be possible that
an immediate reservation request is denied because of non-availability of resources in the future
although sufficient resources are available at the time the reservation request is made. To avoid
such situation, the authors in [17] have suggested dynamic partitioning of the network resources
into an immediate partition and an advance partition; immediate reservation requests are granted
from the immediate partition and the advance reservation requests are granted from the advance
partition. The size of the two partitions are determined based on the demand and usage of the
individual partitions. Wolf et al. [35] have also discussed the various issues of advance reservation
and described an architecture for advance reservation support in the network. Degermark et al. [14]
have described an admission control algorithm for predictive service to support advance reservations
and evaluated the impact of such advance reservation on network performance. Berson et al. [6]
have proposed an architecture for advance reservation in the Internet in which the main objective
was to reduce the amount of states required in the routers for advance reservation. This was
achieved by using a centralized Advance Reservation Server (ARS) for each administrative system
or domain for maintaining all advance reservation information for that domain. The ARS keeps
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the advance reservation active until the application starts and actual reservations are established
at the starting time of the application. Terzis et al. [33] proposed a signalling protocol for wireless
and mobile networks that allows a mobile host to set up and maintain reservation along the path
to its current location as it moves from one subnet to another. However, there has not been any
detailed investigations of the various issues in the design of a reservation protocol to make such
advance reservations for a mobile host in an inter network.

4 Overview of RSVP

RSVP[37, 9] can be used to reserve resources for both unicast and multicast flows in the Internet.
In this protocol, reservation is receiver-initiated and aggregation of reservations is supported de-
pending on application needs. A flow may have multiple senders and the protocol supports different
reservation styles to dictate how to aggregate reservations for different senders. In RSVP, protocol
overhead is reduced by merging control messages. It makes simplex reservation and maintains
soft-state in the network.

N1

N2 N3

N4
N5

N6
N7

Path

Resv

Three receivers at nodes N5, N6 and N7 join
a multicast flow from sender S

S

Figure 1: RSVP Messages

The two most important types of messages in RSVP are: Path and Resv. Every RSVP message
carries a SESSION object which identifies a flow. The SESSION object contains the destination IP
address of the flow, the Protocol Id and the destination port number. Each data source periodically
sends Path message that sets up the path state at the routers along the path from the sender to the
receivers and each receiver periodically sends Resv message that sets up reservation state at the
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routers along the reverse path from the receiver to the sender (Figure 1). A Path message carries
the following objects:

• SENDER TEMPLATE: It identifies the sender and consists of the sender IP address and the
source port number.

• SENDER TSPEC: It describes the traffic characteristics of the flow generated by the sender.

• ADSPEC: It describes the aggregate QoS characteristics of the path.

• PHOP: It identifies the previous hop which sent this Path message.

In the path state, a router records all these four objects for each sender. It periodically generates
Path messages from these state information and forwards them to the flow destination. A Resv
message contains a FLOWSPEC object. A FLOWSPEC object consists of two sets of numeric
parameters: (1) an RSPEC that defines the desired QoS and (2) a TSPEC that describes the
traffic characteristics of the data flow. The set of senders to whom a particular reservation request
should be forwarded for different reservation styles is described by the FILTER SPEC and SCOPE
objects in a Resv message.

The formats and contents of TSPEC, RSPEC and SENDER TSPEC are determined by the
integrated services modules[36] and are generally opaque to RSVP. The Resv message traverses
the reverse path of data flow from the sender to the receiver and is forwarded hop by hop. If at
any router along this path, the reservation is rejected, the router sends a ResvErr message to the
receiver.

In the rest of this paper, we define the terms “upstream”, “downstream”, “previous hop” and
“next hop” with respect to the direction of data flow.

5 Reservation Model in a Mobile Environment

We consider a network architecture in which a mobile host can make advance resource reservation
along the data flow paths to and from the locations it may visit during the lifetime of the connection.
The mobile host can be a sender in a flow, a receiver in a flow or both sender and receiver in the
same flow simultaneously. Other than these, the reservation model of RSVP is used.

In our reservation model, a mobile host can make advance reservations from a set of locations,
called Mobility Specification (MSPEC). Ideally, the MSPEC should be the set of locations the
mobile host will visit while it participates in the flow. The advance determination of the set of
locations to be visited by a mobile host is an important research problem. Although it is difficult
to accurately determine this set of locations in advance for a mobile host, several mechanisms have
been proposed to approximately determine this set by the network[23, 25, 7, 24, 19]. Also, in many
situations, a mobile host can specify its own MSPEC as part of its mobility profile. In any case, we
assume that, the mobile host has acquired its MSPEC, either from the network or from its mobility
profile, when it initiates a reservation. In our reservation model, the MSPEC of a mobile host can
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be changed dynamically while the flow is open. In such a case, resources will be reserved at the
newly added locations of the MSPEC only if enough resources are available on the data flow paths
to/from those locations.

MH1 MH2

In the above network, link (N1,N2) has a capacity 2B and all other
links have a capacity B each. Locations C1, C2 and C3 are in the
 mobility specification of Mobile Host  MH1,  and locations C4 and
C5 are in the mobility specification of mobile host MH3.
In a flow, MH1 is the receiver and MH3 is the sender. MH1 requires
a bandwidth B;  for MH1 an active reservation is setup to C3 and
passive reservations are setup to C1 and C2. For MH3, an active
 reservation is setup from C5 and a passive reservation is setup from
C4.   In another  flow,  Mobile host MH2 requires a weaker QoS
guarantee and successfully makes an active reservation from the
fixed sender S1 to C1 for a bandwidth B.

C1
C2

C3

S1

Active reservation

Passive reservation

N1

N2

N3 N4 N5

MH3

C4

N7

N6 C5

Figure 2: Reservation model in mobile environment

Our model supports two types of reservations: active and passive (Figure 2). A mobile sender
makes an active reservation from its current location and it makes passive reservations from the
other locations in its MSPEC. Similarly, a mobile receiver makes an active reservation to its current
location and passive reservations to the other locations in its MSPEC. On a link, active and passive
reservations for a flow are merged. However, either of the active and passive reservations for the
same flow on a link can be removed without affecting the other. To improve the utilization of the
links, bandwidth of passive reservations of a flow can be used by other flows requiring weaker QoS
guarantees or best effort service. However, when a passive reservation becomes active (i.e. when
the flow of the mobile host who made the passive reservation moves into that link), these flows may
be affected.

Thus, in our reservation model, the resources of passive reservation are multiplexed among the
different classes of users. This multiplexing has significant impacts on the network performance
and QoS parameters. In an earlier research work[30], we have shown that, if sufficient degree of
multiplexing is allowed in the network, the network performance do not degrade significantly when
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compared to system in which no advance passive reservation is allowed. The details of of these
results can be found in Reference [30].

A unicast packet is delivered to a mobile host by using the Mobile-IP[27] routing protocol. In
such a case, resource reservations for a mobile host must be established along the route determined
by Mobile-IP. This implies that, when the mobile host is located in a foreign subnet and the unicast
packets for the mobile host is delivered via its home agent by IPIP tunnelling, resource reservations
must also be established over the tunnel (provided the routers on the tunnel are RSVP capable).

6 Limitations of RSVP in a Mobile Environment

The reservation mechanism in RSVP is not adequate to support the reservation model of MRSVP
described above. This is due to the following reasons:

• RSVP does not have any provision for passive reservation.

• In RSVP, reservation can be initiated from a location, only when the sender or the receiver is
present at that location. Thus, in RSVP, a mobile host cannot make an advance reservation
from a location where it is not currently present. For a mobile host, Path or Resv messages
must originate from the locations where it wants to make advance reservation.

• In RSVP, the sender IP address and port number is used to identify the senders in the FIL-
TER SPEC. A Path message carries the IP address of its origin in the SENDER TEMPLATE.
This ensures that, the Path message is properly routed to the destination by the routing
protocols in which routing decision depends on the source address of the packet. As a conse-
quence, if Path messages originate from several locations in the MSPEC of a mobile sender,
a receiver or an intermediate router cannot determine the identity of the mobile host from
SENDER TEMPLATE object of the message. As a result, Resv message forwarding for the
different reservation styles becomes difficult.

• RSVP does not support reservations over IPIP tunnels, even though the routers in the tunnel
may be RSVP capable.

7 Overview of MRSVP

In this section, we give an overview of the MRSVP protocol. The details of the protocol and how
it integrates with the Internet Protocol architecture (IPv4 or IPv6[13]) and the routing protocols
(unicast and multicast) will be described in the following sections. A brief overview of IPv6 routing
and Mobile-IP protocol is given in the appendix.

Just as Mobile-IP protocol requires home agents and foreign agents to aid in routing, MRSVP
requires proxy agents to make reservations along the paths from the locations in the MSPEC of the
sender to the locations in the MSPEC of the receiver. The proxy agent at the current location of
a mobile host is called the local proxy agent; the proxy agents at the other locations in its MSPEC
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P

Active Resv

Receiver_Spec/Sender_Spec

Mobility specification of  the mobile host MH1 is C2, C3and C4.
MH1 sends Receiver_Spec message to the remote proxy agents at nodes 
N2 and N3. MH2 sends Sender_Spec message to the remote proxy agent 
at node N6. Sender S and MH2 sends Active Path message; the proxy 
agent at N6 sends Passive Path message. 
Active Resv message is sent  from the mobile host MH1 via node N4.  
Proxy agents at nodes N2 and N3 send Passive Resv messages.

P            Proxy agent

S

C5

C6

P

N6

N5

MH1

MH2
S

Passive Resv

Active Path

Passive Path

Figure 3: Overview of MRSVP

are called remote proxy agents. The remote proxy agents will make passive reservations on behalf
of the mobile host. The local proxy agent of a mobile host acts as a normal router for the mobile
host and an active reservation is set up from the sender to the mobile host (or from the mobile
host to the sender) via its local proxy agent. An important issue is how the mobile host determines
who will be the proxy agents. We assume that in the MSPEC of a mobile host, each location is
represented by the subnet address of the subnetwork covering that location. Then it can use a
proxy discovery protocol (described in the next section) to determine the IP addresses of the proxy
agents.

After the mobile host knows the IP addresses of its proxy agents, the most important task is to
set up the paths of active and passive reservations. If the mobile host is a sender of the flow, the
paths of active reservation from the current location of the mobile host and the paths of passive
reservations from its proxy agents are determined by the routing mechanism of the network. When
the mobile host is a receiver, the paths of active and passive reservations to its current location
and the proxy agents depend on the flow destination as follows:

1. The mobile host joins a multicast flow : In this case the mobile host directs the proxy agents
to join the multicast group and the data flow paths are set up along the multicast routes.
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2. The mobile host initiates a unicast flow : In this case the paths may be set up by unicast
routing or by multicast routing.

We describe the details of the reservation routes in the following section.
In MRSVP, there are two types of Path messages as well as two types of Resv messages. These

are:

1. Active Path message : Carries a SENDER TSPEC for active reservation.

2. Passive Path message : Carries a SENDER TSPEC for passive reservation.

3. Active Resv message : Carries a FLOWSPEC for active reservation; in addition, it may carry
a FLOWSPEC for passive reservation when an active and a passive reservation are merged
(described in a later section).

4. Passive Resv message : Carries a FLOWSPEC of only passive reservation.

A sender host periodically sends active Path messages to flow destination. In addition, if the sender
is mobile, its proxy agents will send passive Path messages. After the routes of active and passive
reservations are set up, the mobile host and the proxy agents will start receiving the Path messages.
On receiving a Path message the mobile host will send a Resv message for active reservation. If a
proxy agent receives Path messages for a multicast group, for which it is acting as a proxy agent,
or for a mobile host from which it has received a request for acting as a proxy, it will make a
passive reservation on the downstream link to which the mobile host will attach when it arrives
in its subnet, and then send a Resv message to make a passive reservation. Resv messages for
active reservations are converted to Resv messages for passive reservation when they are forwarded
towards nodes which contain only proxy agents of mobile senders and no active sender (Figure 3).

In addition to the messages present in RSVP, some additional messages are required in MRSVP.
These are :

1. Join group : This message is sent by a mobile receiver to its remote proxy agents to request
them to join a multicast group. It contains the multicast address of the group to join.

2. Receiver Spec : This message is used by a mobile receiver to send the FLOWSPEC and the
flow identification (i.e. the SESSION object) to its remote proxy agents.

3. Sender Spec : A mobile sender uses this message to send its SENDER TSPEC, ADSPEC and
the destination address of a flow to a proxy agent.

4. Receiver Mspec : This message is used by a mobile host to send its MSPEC to the appropriate
node who sets up the routes of active and passive reservations. It contains the addresses of
proxy agents of the locations in the MSPEC of the mobile host.

5. Sender Mspec : This message is used by a mobile sender to send its MSPEC to a proxy agent,
which sets up the routes of active and passive reservations for the mobile sender.
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6. Forward Mspec : This message is used by a mobile sender to forward the MSPEC of a mobile
receiver to its local proxy agent.

7. Anchor Spec : This message is used by a sender anchor to forward the flow-specific informa-
tion to the mobile sender and its proxy agents.

8. Terminate : This message is used by the mobile host to request its remote proxy agents to
terminate reservation.

Currently, RSVP and Integrated Services[9, 8] do not provide any support for passive reserva-
tion. The FLOWSPEC and SENDER TSPEC of active and passive reservations are handled by
the integrated services module of a router and host. Therefore, the Integrated Services module
needs to be augmented by including the support for passive reservation. The admission control
scheme and the packet classifier[9] of the integrated services handle the functionalities of passive
reservations. The details of the admission control can be found in [31, 30]. The packet classifier in
a router must not forward the data packets of a flow onto a link over which no active reservations
for the flow exists.

We consider two approaches in handling the active and passive RSVP messages in MRSVP. In
the first method, the mobility agents play a more significant role in processing active and passive
messages and no change is necessary in the RSVP message processing and forwarding rules except at
the mobility agents and the mobile hosts. In the second approach, the RSVP message processing
and forwarding rules needs to be augmented at all nodes, but this ensures better utilization of
network resources. The rest of the paper contains description of the design of the protocol. In the
following section we describe the a mechanism for discovering proxy agents for a mobile host at the
locations in its MSPEC. Then in Section 9, we describe the protocol using the first approach. The
protocol for the second approach is described in Section 10.

In the rest of this paper, we use a flow denoted by F having a destination address DST as a
running example for describing the protocol.

8 Proxy Discovery Protocol : Discovering Proxy Agents

Proxy agents set up passive reservations on behalf of a mobile host. Hence, a mobile host needs
to discover these proxy agents. The proxy agent of a subnet supporting mobile hosts is a special
MRSVP capable router in the subnet which has the following functionalities:

• All data packets to the mobile hosts in the subnet are delivered through this router and
outgoing packets from the mobile host are delivered via this router, i.e., it is also the default
gateway for the mobile host in the subnet.

• It can make passive resource reservation on behalf of the mobile hosts which are not currently
present in the subnet.
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• It can notify the results of the reservation attempt for passive reservation to the mobile host
for which it was making the reservation.

We assume that a mobile host knows the subnet addresses for locations that are in its MSPEC.
The mobile host still needs to know the addresses of the proxy agents in those subnets.

When the mobile host has a foreign agent care-of address in a foreign subnet, the foreign agent
acts as the proxy agent in that subnet. As per IETF Mobile-IP, these care-of-addresses may be
preallocated or they may be dynamically acquired by the mobile host when it moves into that
subnet. However, the protocols for acquiring care-of address by a mobile host in a foreign subnet
works only when the mobile host is present in that subnet. These protocols cannot be used by
a mobile host to acquire a care-of address remotely in a foreign subnet where it is not currently
present. Hence, a mobile host needs to use a mechanism such as Service Location Protocol[34] to
acquire care-of addresses remotely. The details of this mechanism is out of the scope of this paper.

In the following, we describe an alternative protocol for dynamically acquiring foreign agent
care-of-address in a foreign subnet where the mobile host is not currently located. The protocol uses
two messages, Remote Agent Solicitation and Remote Agent Advertisement . In IPv4 architecture,
the protocol is as follows:

1. The mobile host sends a Remote Agent Solicitation message in which the destination address
is the subnet directed broadcast address of the foreign subnet.

2. On receiving a Remote Agent Solicitation message, the foreign agent will reply with a Remote
Agent Advertisement message containing the care-of address to the mobile host.

In IPv6 architecture, the protocol works as follows:

1. The mobile host sends a Remote Agent Solicitation message in which the destination address
is the subnet-router anycast address of foreign subnet.

2. The router receiving this Remote Address Solicitation message, multicasts it to the all-routers
link-local multicast address.

3. On receiving the Remote Agent Solicitation message, the foreign agent replies with a Remote
Agent Advertisement message containing the care-of address to the mobile host.

We assume that when the mobile host is in its home subnet, all packets to the mobile host are
delivered via its home agent. When the mobile host is away from its home subnet, and the home
subnet is also in the mobility specification, the home agent acts as the proxy agent for its home
subnet.

In IETF Mobile-IP, a mobile host can also acquire a co-located care-of address by using Dynamic
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). In this case also we can design a similar protocol to determine
the co-located care-of addresses remotely. The proxy agent, in this case, is the last hop router to
the mobile host in each subnet.
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For simplifying the discussion, we assume that, all care-of addresses of a mobile host are foreign
agent care-of addresses and the foreign agent of a subnet is also the proxy agent for a mobile host
and in the home subnet, home agent is the proxy agent of the mobile host. Thus the proxy agent
address of a mobile host in a foreign subnet is same as its care-of address; for the home subnet, the
home address of the mobile host is used as the proxy agent address.

9 MRSVP Protocol Description: Design I

In this section, we provide details of MRSVP in which the mobility agents play a significant role
in establishing active and passive reservation. The RSVP operations at other nodes in the network
(except the mobile nodes and mobility agents) need not be changed. Functionally, there are several
issues in the protocol. These are: setting up paths for active and passive reservation, reservation
setup, merging reservation messages, handoff management, soft state maintenance, tearing down
of reservation, confirmation and handling of error messages. We describe each of these issues in the
following.

9.1 Paths of Reservation

As the mobile host moves from one subnet to another, the data flow path changes. One approach
of reservation for a mobile host is to setup the reservation along the new path when the mobile host
moves and delete the reservation along the old path. Thus the path of reservation is determined
by the current location of the mobile host. But this has a potential problem that, resources may
not be available along the path to the new location when the mobile host moves there. Since in
our reservation model, we assumed that the mobile host makes reservation at the locations in its
MSPEC, the paths of active and passive reservations for a mobile host can be determined when
the flow is initiated. In the following, we describe how the paths of reservation are set up for the
different scenarios.

9.1.1 Reservation Routes : Sender is Mobile

A mobile sender would like to set up an active reservation from its current location and a passive
reservation from each of the other locations in its MSPEC. However, it was mentioned in Section
6 that, in this situation identification of the Path messages and appropriate forwarding of Resv
messages at the receivers and intermediate routers become difficult. One solution to this problem
is to allow the proxy agents of the mobile sender to use the IP address of the mobile host as the
sender address. But this solution has a drawback that, some multicast routing protocols [12] depend
on the source IP address of the packets for correcly routing them.

In our first design, we overcome this problem by splitting the flow F as described below. Let P
be the mobility agent of the sender at the subnet where the flow is initiated. The paths of active
and passive reservations are established via P and P is called the sender anchor node of the mobile
sender. The flow F is split into two flows:
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• F1: A unicast flow starting from the mobile sender and its remote proxy agents to its
sender anchor node. The destination address of this flow consists of the IP address of P
and a port number acquired by P for the sender; we denote this destination address by P .

• F2: A unicast or multicast (depending on the actual flow F ) flow from the sender anchor to
the destination DST .

The sender anchor transforms the flow F1 into the flow F2 (i.e. the messages and data packets of
F1 are converted into the messages and data packets of F2).

Thus, the paths of reservation is setup from the proxy agents via the sender anchor node which
remains fixed for the flow duration.

9.1.2 Reservation Routes : Receiver is Mobile in a Multicast Flow

N1

N3

N4
N5

N6 N7

C1
C2 C3

C4

N2

Active Path

Active Resv

Passive Resv

Sender_spec

Receiver_Spec

PP

P

P           Proxy agent

Mobility specification of mobile host MH1 is C2, C3, and C4; MH2 has
C5 and C6 in its mobility specification. MH1 is a reciver and MH2 is a sender
in  flow F. MH2 sends Sender_Mspec and Sender_Spec messages to its
sender_anchor A.  The proxy agent of MH2 at N9 sends Passive Path 
 message and MH2 sends Active Path message for the split flow F1 to A.  MH1
 joins the multicast group and informs Proxy agents at N5 and N7 to join the
 multicast group.  MH1 and its proxy agents at N5 and N7 start  receiving Path 
messages after  they join the multicast group. Proxy agents N5 and N7
send Passive Resv  messages and the  MH1  send Active Resv message. 
Sender_anchor sends active Path message for  flow F2 to the DST.

N9

P

P
A

N8

A    Sender_anchor

Passive Path

C6

C5

MH2

MH1

Figure 4: Reservation routes for a multicast flow

To join a multicasting session, a mobile host sends two messages, a Receiver spec message containing
the multicast address of the group DST and the flow specification, to each of its remote proxy
agents. On receiving the Receiver Spec message, the remote proxy agents join the multicast group
whose multicast address is specified in the message and record the FLOWSPEC present in the
message. The mobile host also joins the multicast group (Figure 4).
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As a result, when the sender (or a remote proxy agent of a sender) sends a Path message to
the multicast address, it reaches the mobile receiver and its remote proxy agents. Thus the paths
of active and passive reservations are set up along the multicast routes. We do not specify any
particular multicast routing protocol to be used. For better network performance, a sparse-mode
multicast routing protocol, like PIM-SM[16] or Core-Based Tree multicast protocol[5], is preferred
because the set of proxy agents and the mobile host are expected to be located in close proximity.

9.1.3 Reservation Routes: Receiver is Mobile in a Unicast Flow

A unicast flow is between a source and a destination. However, in our architecture of supporting
integrated services to mobile hosts, a mobile host needs to make reservations in all locations in its
MSPEC. Hence, even for a unicast flow, a set of proxy agents need to make passive reservations
for the flow. We have two choices for setting up reservations from a set of proxy agents and the
mobile host: unicast routes and multicast routes to the proxy agents.

Unicast Routes for Unicast Flow In this scheme, for each flow, a specific node called the
receiver anchor node, is designated for setting up the routes for active and passive reservations for
the mobile receiver. This receiver anchor node is chosen when the flow is initiated and it remains
unchanged for the entire flow duration. Passive reservations are set up from the receiver anchor
node to each remote proxy agent and an active reservation is set up from this node to the mobile
receiver. These active and passive reservations are merged at the receiver anchor node and the
merged reservation is set up from the sender to the receiver anchor node. Each of these reservations
are set up along the unicast routes. The exact reservation routes will depend on the choice of the
receiver anchor node. We consider two choices: the sender as the receiver anchor node and, the
home agent of the mobile receiver as the receiver anchor node.

• Sender as the receiver anchor node: To set up the reservation routes, the mobile host
sends a Receiver Mspec message to the sender. An active reservation is set up from the sender
to the current location of the mobile host and a passive reservation is set up from the sender
to each remote proxy agents in the Receiver Mspec (Figure 5).

If the sender is a mobile host, then its sender anchor node functions as the receiver anchor
for the mobile receiver.

The advantage of this scheme is that, if the sender is not a mobile host, the reservation is set
up along the optimal routes.

• Proxy agent in the home subnet as the receiver anchor node: In this scheme, the
mobile host sends an Receiver Mspec message to its proxy agent in its home subnet ( which is
also its home agent). The home agent sets up the route of active reservation from itself to the
mobile host and it sets up the routes of passive reservations to all other remote proxy agents
in the Receiver Mspec message. In this scheme, the mobile host should not send any binding
update (see Appendix A.2) to the sender after the connection is set up, because otherwise,
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Figure 5: Reservation routes for a unicast flow (Sender as the receiver anchor node)

the Path messages and data packets of the flow will reach the mobile host via a different path
over which reservation has not been established (Figure 6).

The advantage of this scheme is that, if the sender is not mobile, it need not be aware of
mobility. The drawbacks of this scheme are: 1) the reservation is not set up along the optimal
routes, 2) if the home subnet is not in the MSPEC of the mobile host, all packets still reach
the mobile receiver via the home agent.

Multicast Routes for Unicast Flow Multicasting has been suggested for supporting mobility
in the Internet [18]. In this scheme, each mobile host is allocated a multicast address. The mobile
host sends its multicast address to the sender and the scheme of route establishment for multicast
flow (as described in Subsection 9.1.2) is used.

The major advantage of using multicast routes for making active and passive reservations is
that, reservations are set up along the routes determined by the multicast protocol, which may be
optimal or near-optimal. Also, if the sender is not a mobile host, no special agent is required to set
up active and passive reservations for the mobile receiver.
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9.2 Reservation Setup

To initiate the actual reservation process, the sender has to be informed of the destination address
of the flow. For multicast flows, this destination address is the multicast address of the group. For
a unicast flow, the destination address depends on which routing scheme is used (see Subsection
9.1). If multicast routing scheme is used, the multicast address which was acquired by the mobile
host for the purpose of the reservation, is the destination address. If unicast routing scheme is
used, the home address of the mobile receiver is the destination address. In this scheme, the mobile
receiver will send an Receiver Mspec message containing its MSPEC to its receiver anchor node. If
the sender is mobile and the sender is acting as the receiver anchor node of the mobile receiver, the
sender forwards this MSPEC to its sender anchor node in a Forward Mspec message.

On receiving the destination address DST of the flow F, a mobile sender M establishes the split
flow connection, consisting of two flows F1 and F2, as follows.

• It sends a Sender Spec message to its sender anchor containing its SENDER TSPEC, possi-
bly the ADSPEC, and the destination address DST. It also sends a Sender Mspec message
containing its MSPEC to the sender anchor.

• On receiving the Sender Spec message, the sender anchor checks if already a flow has been set
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up for this destination by another mobile sender. If so, it gets the destination port number of
the flow. Otherwise, it allocates a destination port number. In any case, let the port number
be p and P be the IP address of the sender anchor.

• The sender anchor sends a message, called Anchor Spec containing the unicast destination
address (P, p), the SENDER TSPEC and the ADSPEC to M and its remote proxy agents.
Thus F1 is the flow with destination (P, p) and its senders are M and its remote proxy agents.

• The sender anchor of M creates a pseudo-sender for M, identified by (P,m) where m is a
port number acquired by the sender anchor. The flow F2 has the destination address DST
and (P,m) is one of its senders. The sender anchor transforms messages and data packets
between the flows F1 and F2.

9.2.1 Path Messages

In MRSVP, Path messages are generated and processed in the same way as in RSVP, i.e they are
periodically generated by the senders and intermediate routers along the path to the receivers and
forwarded downstream to the destination. However, if the sender is a mobile host, then it sends
Path message for active reservation and its remote proxy agents send Path messages for passive
reservation. A mobile sender and its remote proxy agents use the home IP address of the mobile
sender and its source port number as the source address in the active and passive Path messages
for the flow F1 of the split connection. This ensures proper forwarding of active and passive Resv
messages as explained in the next subsection. The destination address of these Path messages is
the unicast destination address (P, p) of flow F1.

A fixed sender uses the destination address DST of the flow F as the destination IP address in
all Path messages. However, if DST is a unicast destination address, the receiver anchor node of a
mobile receiver will deliver the Path messages using RSVP tunnelling mechanism[32] to the receiver
and each of its remote proxy agents when necessary. For a mobile sender, its sender anchor node
acts as a fixed sender for the flow F2.

When a router or host receives a Path message, it creates/updates the Path State for the sender
of the message. For a mobile sender, its sender anchor transforms the Path messages of flow F1

into corresponding Path messages of flow F2. It merges the active and passive Path messages from
the mobile sender and its remote proxy agents and sends only active Path messages for flow F2.
The rules for merging Path messages for the same mobile sender are described later.

9.2.2 Resv Messages

The generation and processing of Resv messages in MRSVP requires additional work due to four
reasons:

1. Resv messages may be generated for active and passive reservation.

2. Remote proxy agents may generate Resv messages for passive reservation.
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3. Resv messages for passive reservation have to be forwarded towards a proxy agent of a sender.

4. Active and passive reservations for the same session should be merged at the routers along
the common path.

In this subsection we describe how Resv messages are generated and processed. Merging of reser-
vations is described in the next subsection.

On receiving a Path message a receiver (static or mobile host) will generate appropriate Resv
message for active reservation and forward it to the previous hop upstream. When a proxy agent
receives a Path message destined for a multicast or unicast address for which it has already re-
ceived a Receiver Spec message, it will try to create reservation states for passive reservation on the
downstream interface to its subnet. If it fails, it will send an UDP (User Datagram Protocol[28]) en-
capsulated ResvErr message to the mobile receiver. If already enough resources have been reserved,
then it will send an UDP encapsulated Resv confirm message to the mobile receiver. Otherwise it
will send a Resv message for passive reservation upstream. Both ResvErr and Resv confirm contains
enough information so that the mobile host can decide its future course of action.

On receiving a Resv message, a router creates/updates reservation states for the flow. It merges
the Resv messages from different next hops and creates the appropriate active and passive reser-
vations on the outgoing links. If this reservation becomes unsuccessful it sends a ResvErr message
back to the sender of the Resv message (for passive reservation, it should be sent to the proxy agent,
which then forwards it to the mobile host. This ensures that the mobile host can determine at
which locations the reservations were denied). If the router already had the required reservations
(both active and passive) it sends Resv confirm message to the sender of the Resv message. A
router maintains reservation states for both active and passive reservation for each session passing
through it.

A router may receive multiple Path messages from different previous hops in which the source
address and the SENDER TEMPLATE are identical; these are the active and passive Path messages
originating from locations in the MSPEC of a mobile sender. In such a case, RSVP forwards a Resv
message for the sender to each of those previous hops. A router or host forwards only a passive Resv
message to a previous hop if it receives only passive Path messages from that previous hop. For
this purpose, it converts the active reservation FLOWSPEC for a sender into a passive reservation
FLOWSPEC. If it receives at least one active Path message from some previous hop, then it
forwards an active Resv message (which may also contain a FLOWSPEC for passive reservation if
it has received a FLOWSPEC for passive reservation from some next hop) to the previous hop.

When the sender anchor of a split flow receives a Resv message for the flow F2, it transforms the
received Resv message into a Resv message for the flow F1. This transformation requires appropriate
mapping of the sender addresses in FILTER SPEC and SCOPE objects.
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9.3 Merging Active and Passive Reservation

In MRSVP, in addition to merging FLOWSPECs requested by the different next-hops at an inter-
face, it must also merge the active and passive reservations for the same session. The FLOWSPEC
of the merged reservation is the larger of the FLOWSPECs of the active and passive reservations.
However the data flow starts according to the FLOWSPEC of the active reservation. The result
of merging an active and a passive reservation is a combined reservation containing the required
FLOWSPECs of both active and passive reservation and a combined reservation message is for-
warded upstream. Thus the reservation state contains a pair (Re, Te) where Re contains the
effective RSPEC for active and passive reservations and Te contains the effective TSPEC of the
active and passive reservation. The rule for merging FLOWSPECs are defined by the Integrated
Services specification[36]. The steps in computing these effective values are:

1. Compute the effective FLOWSPEC of the active reservation by merging the FLOWSPECs
of active reservation from different next hops. Similarly compute the effective FLOWSPEC
of the passive reservation by merging the FLOWSPECs of passive reservation obtained from
different next hops. The result is the pair (Re, Resv Te).

2. Compute Path Te, the sum of all TSPECs that were supplied in Path messages from different
previous hops.

3. Compute the effective TSPECs Te by taking the minimum of (Resv Te, Path Te).

When forwarding a Resv message to a PHOP from which no active Path message arrived, the active
Resv FLOWSPEC is converted to a passive FLOWSPEC and merged with the passive FLOWSPEC
of the Resv message.

At a sender anchor node, the SENDER TSPEC and ADSPEC objects received from a mobile
sender and its proxy agents are merged to compute a single SENDER TSPEC and a single AD-
SPEC for the mobile sender. The specific rules of merging is defined by the Integrated Services
specifications.

9.4 Handoff Management

When a mobile host with an already open flow moves to a new location within its mobility specifi-
cation, the active reservation from the sender to its previous location will be turned into a passive
reservation and the passive reservation from the sender to its new location has to be converted
to an active reservation. Similarly, if the mobile host is a sender, such a conversion will be done
between its previous and new location. There are two phases in the handoff management: handoff
detection and flow conversion.

9.4.1 Handoff Detection

We use the handoff detection mechanism of the IETF Mobile-IP [27] to detect a handoff by a mobile
host with an open flow. The Mobile-IP modules in both mobile host and the mobility agents (both
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home agent and foreign agent) are augmented to notify the handoff event to the MRSVP module.
The MRSVP module in a mobile host keeps track of its current mobility agent in whose subnet
it is currently located. After successful registration with a new foreign agent (or de-registration
with its home agent after returning to its home subnet), the Mobile-IP module in the mobile host
will inform the MRSVP module the change in the current mobility agent address. The mobile
host then updates its list of remote proxy agents. When a mobility agent detects that the mobile
host has moved in and successfully registered in its subnet, it also informs the proxy agent in that
node so that the proxy agent can take the necessary steps for the flow conversion. When a mobile
host moves out of the subnet of a foreign agent, the MRSVP module in the mobile host has the
responsibility of informing the foreign agent about the handoff, so that the foreign agent can convert
the active reservation into a passive reservation.

In a multicast flow, after an handoff the mobile receiver has to join the multicast group in the
new subnet. The mobile host joins the group by extending the multicast tree directly from the
mobility agent in the new subnet.

9.4.2 Flow Conversion

When the mobile host performs a handoff, flow conversion will take place at two mobility agents:
the previous agent from whos subnet it has moved out and the new agent into whose subnet it has
moved in. The exact conversion mechanism will depend on whether the mobile is a receiver or a
sender.

• Mobile host is a reciver: on detecting the handoff, the proxy agent at the old base
station will start intercepting Path messages for the flows to which the mobile subscribes. If
there are no other receivers in this subnet for a flow (which can happen only in a multicast
flow), generation of Path messages downstream will be disabled. The proxy agent will start
generating Resv messages for passive reservation for the mobile host. At the new base station,
the proxy agent stops intercepting Path messages and sending passive Resv messages on
behalf of the mobile receiver. Path messages for the flows to which the mobile subscribes, are
generated and forwarded downstream.

• Mobile host is a sender: On detecting a handoff, the sender proxy agent at the previous
base station starts generating passive Path messages for the flow and also starts intercepting
the Resv messages for the flow. It stops generating Resv messages for the flow upstream. The
proxy agent at the new base station stops generating passive Path messages and intercepting
Resv messages for the flow.

9.5 Soft State

Since the underlying protocol RSVP uses soft state to manage the reservation state at routers and
hosts, MRSVP also takes the same approach. Due to additional messaging required to manage
passive reservation, MRSVP has three more additional overhead. These are:
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• Providing the proxy agents with the FLOWSPEC : The mobile receiver sends Receiver Spec
messages containing FLOWSPECs to the proxy agents periodically. An MRSVP agent deletes
itself from the set of proxy agents of a mobile host unless it receives a refresh Receiver Spec
message from the mobile receiver within a certain timeout period. Similarly, a mobile sender
sends the Sender Mspec message periodically to its sender anchor; the sender anchor, in turn,
sends the SENDER TSPEC to the remote proxy agents periodically.

• Maintaining passive reservation : A proxy agent for a mobile receiver (sender) sends Resv
(Path) message periodically for passive reservation. To reduce the passive reservation protocol
overhead, the refresh interval for passive Resv (Path) messages can be made at least twice
that of active Resv (Path) messages.

• Mobility specification: For unicast flows using unicast routing scheme, the mobile host peri-
odically sends the Sender Mspec message to its anchor node.

9.6 Teardown

In MRSVP, in addition to tearing down the active reservation it is also necessary to teardown
the passive reservation. Passive and active reservations can be teared down independently. To
stop receiving or sending, a mobile host will send Terminate messages to its proxy agents. On
receiving them, a proxy agent will delete the reservation state for passive reservation (unless some
other hosts share that reservation) and send a ResvTear or PathTear message to teardown the
passive reservation. When the state times out, a router will generate the corresponding ResvTear
or PathTear message.

9.7 Confirmation

In MRSVP, the mobile host can send a request for confirmation for its passive reservation request
to its proxy agents in the Spec message. Then the proxy agent includes the request for confirmation
in the Resv messages for passive reservation and specify the care-of address of the mobile host in
its subnet as the destination where the ResvConf should be sent. When it intercepts a ResvConf
message for passive reservation for a mobile host, it will send it to the mobile host using UDP
encapsulation.

9.8 Error Messages

When a proxy agent receives a ResvErr or PathErr message, it will forward it to the mobile host
using UDP encapsulation.

10 MRSVP Protocol Description : Design II

In this section, we describe a design of MRSVP which has better utilization of network resources.
In this design, support for active and passive reservations for mobile hosts is achieved by using
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some additional objects in RSVP messages and extending the RSVP message processing rules at
the routers and hosts. Most of the functionalities of this design of the protocol is same as that
in the design I of the protocol described in Section 8. Therefore, in this section we describe only
the issues which are different from the design I, namely, setting up routes for active and passive
reservation and reservation setup.

10.1 Reservation Routes : Sender is Mobile

When the destination is a unicast address and sender is the receiver anchor node, the design of
MRSVP presented here is not recommended; instead, the split connection scheme of Subsection
9.1.1 should be used. In the other scenario, the sender and its proxy agents sends Path messages
directly to the destination address. The paths of active and passive reservations from the sender
and its proxy agents are set up along the routes determined by the destination address of the flow
and the routing protocol.

10.2 Reservation Routes : Receiver is Mobile in a Multicast Flow

In this case, the proxy agents of the receiver joins the multicast group of the destination and the
senders and their proxy agents send Path messages to the multicast destination address. The routes
of active and passive reservations are determined by the multicast routing protocol (Figure 7).

10.3 Reservation Routes: Receiver is Mobile in a Unicast Flow

If unicast routing scheme is used and the sender is the receiver anchor node, then the routes of
active and passive reservations are set up as described in Subsection 9.1.3, i.e. the receiver anchor
node sends Path messages to the mobile receiver and its proxy agents using RSVP tunnels.

If multicast routing scheme is used, the mobile receiver sends its multicast address to the sender
and the routes of reservations are determined by the multicast protocol as in Section 9.2.

10.4 Reservation Setup

If the flow has a multicast destination address (either because it is a multicast flow or it is a unicast
flow using multicast routing scheme), the destination address is sent to the sender. If the sender is
mobile, it sends a Sender Spec message to its remote proxy agents.

If unicast routing scheme is used for a unicast flow, the home address of the mobile receiver
is used as the destination address of the flow. In this scheme, the mobile receiver will send a
Receiver Mspec message containing its care-of addresses to its receiver anchor node. If the sender
is mobile and it is the receiver anchor, the split connection scheme of Subsection 9.2 is used.

10.4.1 Path Messages

The active and passive Path messages generated by a mobile sender and its remote proxy agents
contain an RSVP object, called MOBILE ID, that is the home IP address and RSVP source port
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Figure 7: Reservation routes for a multicast flow (Design II)

number of the mobile sender. The source IP address and the SENDER TEMPLATE IP address of
these Path messages contain the IP addresses of the originating node.

When a router or host receives a Path message, it creates/updates the Path State for the
sender of the message. Among other informations, it also records the MOBILE ID object. When
a receiver anchor node receives a Path message for a mobile receiver, it forwards the Path message
to the mobile receiver and its proxy agents using RSVP tunnels.

10.4.2 Resv Messages

A mobile receiver, its proxy agents and the intermediate routers generate Resv messages in the
same way as described in Subsection 9.2.2, except that to process the FILTER SPEC they use the
MOBILE ID object of the Path State to determine the previous hops where the Resv message will
be forwarded.

11 Protocol Overhead and Scalability of MRSVP

In this section, we analyse the network overhead of MRSVP and discuss the scalability issues. We
will estimate the network overhead in the steady state and also during handoff. In addition, we
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investigate how does the protocol scale with the number of mobile hosts.

11.1 Steady State Overhead

In the steady state, there are two types of periodic messages in MRSVP. The first one consists of
Path and Resv messages which maintain the reservations. On a link along the path of reservation,
there are no additional overhead of Path and Resv messages in MRSVP when compared to that in
RSVP.

The second type of periodic messages in MRSVP are: Receiver Spec, Sender Spec, Anchor Spec;
these messages are not used in RSVP. Let n be the size of MSPEC of the mobile host. In a multicast
flow, when the mobile host is a receiver, the number of periodic Receiver Spec messages generated
is n− 1. For a unicast flow a mobile receiver generates one periodic message Receiver Mspec to its
receiver anchor node; the receiver anchor node, in turn, generates n−1 Receiver Spec messages for
each remote proxy agents of the mobile host. A mobile sender generates one Sender Spec message
periodically to its sender anchor node (in Design-I); the sender anchor generates n+1 Anchor Spec
messages to the proxy agents and the mobile sender.

11.2 Handoff Overhead

When the mobile host performs a handoff from one subnet to another, the MRSVP module interacts
with the Mobile-IP modules at the mobile host as well as the mobility agents involved in the handoff.
However, the message overhead for the handoof is minimal over and above the message overhead og
Mobile-IP handoff: a mobile receiver needs to send a new Receiver Spec message to the proxy agent
in the previous base station, so that it can immediately setup the appropriate states for passive
reservation; simliarly a mobile sender sends a deregistration mesage to its previous base station to
activate passive reservation from that location.

11.3 Scalability

The network overhead in MRSVP does not scale well as the number of mobile host making advance
spatial reservation increases. For each mobile host making reservations using MRSVP, the number
of distinct paths over which Path and Resv messages traverse is equal to the size of its MSPEC.

12 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we have described a resource reservation protocol, MRSVP, for mobile hosts in an
Integrated Services Packet Network. The main feature of this protocol is the ability to make advance
reservations for a mobile host at locations where the mobile host may visit with its active flow.
The other important feature of MRSVP is the use of active and passive reservations to improve
the network resource utilization. MRSVP is an extension of the reservation protocol RSVP. Thus
MRSVP contains all the functionalities and messages of RSVP. The additional features due to
mobility are handled by:
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1. Introducing new messages: These messages are handled only by the mobile hosts and mobility
agents of the network. Other nodes of the network need not be aware of these messages.

2. Augmenting Integrated Services modules at the routers : The functionality of active and
passive reservations can be implemented as part of the integrated services module. The
information of active and passive reservations are carried by the RSVP messages, but they
are opaque to RSVP.

3. RSVP tunnel[32]: When a mobile host is not in its home subnet, Mobile-IP uses tunnels to
deliver packets to the mobile host. In MRSVP, messages are tunnelled using RSVP tunnels
which allow resource reservation at the routers within the tunnel.

We have presented two designs of MRSVP. In the first design (in Section 9), the mobile hosts
and special mobility agents in the network handle the functionalities of MRSVP; the RSVP message
processing rules need not be changed at any other nodes in the network. In the second design (in
Section 10), we have achieved the functionalities of MRSVP by:

• Introducing an RSVP object, MOBILE ID, which is carried by every messages in RSVP.

• Augmenting the RSVP message processing and forwarding rules at the routers and host.

We are currently investigating into the issues related to scalability and security in MRSVP. We
are also implementing this protocol and determining its performance overhead.
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A Overview of IPv6, IETF Mobile-IP and RSVP

MRSVP is an extension of the resource reservation protocol in the Internet, RSVP[37], and it
closely interacts with the routing protocols. Before describing the details of MRSVP, we give brief
overviews of the relevant features of IPv6, Mobile-IP and RSVP.

A.1 Overview of IPv6

In IPv6 all addresses are 128 bits long, instead of 32 bits long in IPv4. IPv6 has defined several
kind of extension headers, which may be used to include additional information in the headers of
an IPv6 packet. One of these extension headers is the Routing header. This Routing header is used
by an IPv6 source to list one or more intermediate nodes to be visited on the way to the packet’s
destination. In IPv6 a new type of address called an “anycast address” is defined, which is used
to send a packet to any one of a group of nodes. Each subnet has a pre-defined anycast address,
called subnet-router anycast address, which is supported by all routers in that subnet. Packets sent
to the subnet-router anycast address will be delivered to one router in the subnet. Also, there is a
pre-defined multicast address for each link, called all-routers link-local multicast address, which is
supported by all routers in that link.
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A.2 Overview of Mobile-IP

The IETF Mobile-IP protocol allows a mobile node to communicate with other nodes after changing
its link-layer point of attachment from one IP subnet to another without changing its IP address.
A mobile node has two IP addresses assigned to its network interface. One of them is its home
address which is permanently assigned to the mobile node. The other address is called the care-of
address, which is associated with the mobile node when it is visiting a particular foreign subnet.
The network prefix of the care-of address is same as the network prefix of the foreign subnet it
is visiting. This care-of address can be the either a foreign agent care-of address or a co-located
care-of address. A foreign agent care-of address is an IP address of a foreign agent in the foreign
subnet. A mobile node acquires a foreign agent care-of address using Router Solicitation and Router
Advertisement[27, 26, 11] messages. A co-located care-of address is a care-of address acquired by
the mobile node as a local IP address. This care-of address may be dynamically acquired by
the mobile node through Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)[15] or may be owned by
the mobile node as a long-term address for its use only when visiting this foreign subnet. This
association of the care-of address with the home address is called binding.

When a packet is sent to a mobile node’s home address and the mobile node is located in its
home subnet, the packet reaches the destination by normal IP routing mechanism. When away from
home, a mobile node registers its care-of address with a mobility agent in its home subnet, called
home agent. The home agent then intercepts all packets addressed to the mobile nodes home address
and then tunnel each of them to the care-of address of the mobile node using IP encapsulation.
On receiving an encapsulated packet, a foreign agent de-capsulates it and then delivers it to the
mobile node. If the care-of address is a co-located care-of address, the encapsulated packet reaches
the mobile node directly and the packet is de-capsulated by the mobile node.

In Mobile IPv6, every node maintains a Binding Cache containing the bindings of mobile nodes.
A mobile node, in addition to sending its binding to its home agent, it can send the binding to its
correspondent nodes communicating with it. When sending a packet to any IPv6 destination, a
node checks its Binding Cache for an entry for the packet’s destination address. If a cached binding
is found, the packet is directly routed to the care-of address of the mobile node found in the binding
using an IPv6 Routing header. Thus in Mobile IPv6, packets to a mobile node can be routed via
the optimal route.
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